
The Year in Film 2004
By Jim McManus

It's very easy to evaluate this election year as the battle between The Passion of the Christ and Fahrenheit 

9/11.  I'm not gonna go there.  These were films made by zealots to appeal to drones.  Look, I realize 
both films appealed to many people with IQs.  I'm also sure that there were some contemporary Jews 
who disliked Jesus and that Saddam Hussein's Iraq had a peaceful day from time-to-time.  But when you 
seriously portray Jewish political influence as the reason Jesus was murdered or 2002 Iraq as a land of 
tranquility and harmony, you lose all credibility with the thinking public.  Movies are more than 
propaganda.

The 2004 year in film did mirror our political scene in the United States not through gratuitous 
indulgence, but through more subtle demonstrations of ideology.  The films I thought most 
representative of Republicans and Democrats as they approached the Presidential election were Ladder 
49 and Spider-Man 2, respectively.

Ladder 49 is the life story of Jack Morrison (Joaquin Phoenix), a simpleton hero fire fighter.  Why is he a 
hero?  He fights fires.  Why does he fight fires?  Probably, to be a hero.  The movie never gets into that; 
there's a great many things this film glosses over, which is why it's such a poignant metaphor for 
Republicans.  When a co-worker dies, our hero opts for his job (a more dangerous one).  Why?  To be a 
bigger hero.  Has he thought about his wife or his children?  No, not really.  Has he given any thought to 
his profession?  No, not really.  We don't question heroes; we just sit back and thank them for being 
such.  Why should they question themselves?  Is it coincidence that the firehouse is like a frat house?   
Amazing how our group of heroes is exclusionary of women, homosexuals and non-Christians.  Check 
out the numerous scenes of hazing in the firehouse.   What is hazing but a way of saying "to be one of us 
you have to act like of us"?  Check out how anxious our rookie is to haze another newbie when the time 
comes.  But the most striking thing about this tale of simple-minded "heroes", to me, is how often in the 
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film our fire fighters have acknowledged a job done prematurely.  More than once in Ladder 49 a fireman 
says, "let it burn" after saving what (he felt) needed to be saved.  I can't think of a more perfect phrase to 
describe the Republican Party.

Contrasting our IQ-challenged firefighter is Tobey Maguire as Spider-Man.  It is quite fitting that Spider-
Man 2, a sequel, is our Democratic representative, because I don't believe a single solitary new idea came 
from the Demos this summer.  Not an effective method for unseating a popular incumbent, by the way; 
Spider-Man wants to be everything: a great student, a great employee, a great scientist, a great 
boyfriend, a great grandson and yes, a great hero.  
Spidey knows it doesn't matter what he did yesterday, 
be it Green Goblin or Vietnam; the public wants results 
now.  And, fittingly, in his effort to be everything to 
everybody, he becomes nothing to anybody.  Not even a 
superhero can be everything and it's absurd to imagine 
otherwise.  Meanwhile, our Democratic party wants to 
serve everybody as well… it just ain't gonna happen, 
people; and as a result, you alienate the people who 
know you can't deliver and get charged as "flip-flopper" 
by your opponents.  If Spider-Man could just 
concentrate on being a hero, maybe the rest would fall 
in place, like in the movie.  The Democrats still haven't 
got that one down.

In the end, even the timing was a perfect match for our candidates.  Spider-Man 2 came out in the 
summer, when America seriously questioned its role in world politics.  It looked like Americans would 
roll that way.  But as fall arrived, Americans gave in to paranoia and fear (and the belief that Republicans 
were better prepared to fight both).  Ladder 49 found its way to theaters on October 1, quickly taking the 
top spot at the box office.  As the election arrived, Americans looked for more realistic heroes, ignoring 
how thoughtless they were or how little they actually had to offer to somebody who isn't already a 
member.

On to the rest of 2004:

As usual, I do not expect you to agree 100% with me.  I would be alarmed if you did.  No two people 
should think that much alike; not even twins.  But, that shouldn't stop you from being entertained.  

Once again, bad film conquered good film in 2004, so I'm going there first.
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THE WORST FILMS OF 2004

12.  The Girl Next Door
I feel bad panning a movie the audience was enjoying, but they were all wrong.  This Risky Business rip-off 
was juvenile excrement.  Even so, I'll give the goers their due – towards the end of this film lays the very 
worst dream sequence ever, followed closely by the shameless use of a fencing helmet.  Even this 
audience, who laughed at several dozen lame teen sex jokes over ninety minutes, booed both moments.

Note to movie execs.: sex-starved teens are at the very top of the "forgiving audiences" pyramid.  If they 
don't like dream sequences, that's a message you need to take to heart.

11.  Mr 3000
Finally!  A broadly appealing movie that can repel any audience member it has attracted.

Attracting Factor Repelling Factor

Comedy… … that's not funny

Sports movie… … with little to no action

Romance… … with no payoff

Baseball movie… … about the Milwaukee Brewers

Stars Bernie Mac… … who spends the film being an asshole

About a 3,000 hit man… … who has just three over the course of the film

And team camaraderie… … towards a meaningless goal

This film is about a baseball player (Bernie Mac), nine years retired from the game, who comes back to 
collect hits #2,998, #2,999 and #3,000 and has a very hard time of it.

You know, a man does not simply amass 2,997 hits without learning a thing or two about hitting.  Give 
me any of the middle-aged 3,000 hit club:  Pete Rose, Paul Molitor, Rod Carew, Wade Boggs, etc. and 
I'll show you a guy who can certainly come up with three hits in a week even at his present age.  If you're 
not serious about getting the baseball right, please write a funnier script.

I'd rather have seen a documentary on the Budweiser "Leon" commercials.
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10.  (tie) Bad Sequels
Resident Evil: Apocalypse – Let undead dogs lie.

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid – All that slithers is not sold.

The Chronicles of Riddick:  Judi Dench begins this exercise in art design with a post apocalypse 
speech so silly that one recalls Bob McKenzie's opening to Mutants of 2051.  The film only gets worse 
from there.

Is Vin Diesel a star?  Really?  Are you sure?

AVP: Alien vs. Predator:  Finally, a definitive positive to the question "do some producers hate their 
audiences?"  Can't say as I've ever seen such contempt as the following scene:  (stay with me, because I 
have to set this up) Ok, Predators built the pyramids – all the pyramids mind you; Cambodian, Egyptian, 
Aztec – as harvesting grounds for Alien zoos.  Are you following?  The Aliens are then used in rite-of-
passage Predator ceremonies.  Yeah, you read that right.  Present day, a group of humans is investigating 
a Predator "master" pyramid, 200 yards below Antarctica.  Humans start messing with the pyramid 
interior and suddenly the pyramid shifts, like a giant maze resetting itself.  This causes one of the 
humans to set his watch.  (Huh?)  A short while later, the watch beeps and the pyramid magically 
reconfigures itself, again.  How did he know?  "The Aztecs used the metric system, so I set my watch for 
10 minutes".

I'm not making this up.  

(Slapping palm to forehead…)  Lessee here, the metric 
system was invented in France at the end of the 18th 
century, long after all pyramids were built.  The Aztecs, 
who ceased being a functioning civilization centuries 
prior, used a 260-day calendar.  It took me less than 
two minutes to look these things up.  But even if the 
Aztecs did use the metric system:  WHAT THE 
HELL IS METRIC TIME?!?  Are we on the 1000-
second hour now?  Do we count decaweeks and 

millidays?  Luckily, few who saw this film will take anything from it; because it's pretty obvious the 
people who made it didn't care.

I don't even get this paring:  Alien is a classic, arguably one of the greatest films ever made.  Some will 
tell you Aliens is even better.  Alien³ wasn't, but Joss Whedon's script for Alien: Resurrection was good 
enough to (re) attract Sigourney Weaver and Winona Ryder.  Every one of the Alien films was visually 
striking.  On the other hand, the original Predator was so bad I stopped seeing a girl afterwards because I 
never wanted to look at her and be reminded that was our first date.  (Admittedly, she might tell a 
different story.)  Predator 2 was worse; notable only for the last time anybody took seriously the careers 
of Gary Busey or Danny Glover.  Was there a Predator 3?  I don't even know.  AVP is the cinematic 
equivalent of the Harlem Globetrotters routing the Washington Generals.  Why the Alien people 
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condescended to this level is beyond me.  I hope it's the same bunch of fellows, but I'm not lookin' that 
up.

9.  Ladder 49
There's a long-held standard for "great film": three good scenes and no bad scenes.  I hold Ladder 49 as 
the opposite – three bad scenes and no good scenes.  What's bad?  How about the "meet cute" (Joaquin 
Phoenix & Jacinda Barrett), which is more awkward than cute,  or the "first date cute" which, again, is 
more awkward than cute.  How about my favorite cliché: a woman refusing alcohol to announce a 
pregnancy.  There are other reasons people don't drink.  I guess not in shallow movies.  How about the 
insufferable hazing rituals; is it funny to be privy to confessional speak?  No?  How about twice?

What's strange about Ladder 49 is that, for a bad film, none of it seems false (well, except for some of the 
rescue stuff – do fire victims have to be coerced into revealing there are more people that need 
rescuing?)  The film seems an accurate portrayal of Jack Morrison's unbelievably mundane life: his 
milquetoast captain (John Travolta), his mediocre wedding, his unexamined wife, children and 
neighborhood.  Yippee.  Yeah, yeah, yeah, he's a firefighter.  Therefore he's a hero.  I get it.  There's also 
not a single deep thought from this hero.  Are there people under his stairs? Now that would be 
interesting.

Movies are life with the boring stuff edited out?  Keep editing.

8.  Surviving Christmas
I wish there were a Hollywood Hall of Fame so that I could say definitively that Ben Affleck will never 
be part of it.  I've always given the man the benefit of the doubt because he is very likeable on camera.  
Truth is, however, being likeable on film but having no real acting ability whatsoever isn't all that 
uncommon.  Why there's Dennis Miller and Chris Rock and Ellen DeGeneres to name a few.  But those 
people are funny; and the ones that aren't tend to be supermodels.  Ben is neither.

I had a friend in school that spent a great deal of his time being charismatic. Being tall and handsome, 
he found it very easy to attract the opposite sex.  And he did.  A lot.  Most of the rest of us give up after 
a while and focus on other things.  We have to for survival.  This guy didn't.  Instead of developing his 
mind, he spent all his time brushing up on the cute-isms that take one from "attractive" to "sexually 
active".  I don't blame him – I probably would too if I had that opportunity.  But when this happens, the 
world fills with sycophants.  It becomes harder and harder to develop anything true about yourself 
because it's all about the dream your fans want.  It happened to my friend and I'm pretty sure it's 
happened to Ben Affleck.  Given Ben's extremely indulgent script choices, it seems clear that he stopped 
listening to sound advice and simply said, "gimme the roles that will get me money and tail, and lots of 
both."

Honestly, I don't wish Ben would fall off the map.  He is still very likeable.  However, as he is clearly not 
a leading man, it would be nice to see less of him for a while.
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By the way, this particular "finding the magic of Christmas" tale, in which a billionaire buys a family for 
the holiday, wouldn't have worked no matter who played the lead.

7.  Paparazzi
Certainly there are those who blame the media entirely for the death of Princess Diana.  But even those 
who do will have a difficult time swallowing exactly what inhuman evil callous beasts photo leeches are 
portrayed as in this version of Payback (yes, Paparazzi is another Mel Gibson production).

Paparazzi tells us that celebrity photographers have such a misplaced sense of priorities that after causing 
a fatal accident, these jokers will stop and immediately grab the photo-op well ahead of 1)  calling the 
police 2) aiding the victims or even 3) fleeing the scene of the crime.

Sorry, but few of us actually feel sorry for the celebrity lack of privacy.  And the film would have worked 
much better if it became a reform piece instead of a revenge piece.

6.  Van Helsing
Is Hugh Jackman a star?  Really?  Are you sure?  

I'll give this to Van Helsing – B-movie monsters look better than they used to.  
I'd still rather have a claymation fest (Jason and the Argonauts, The Seventh 
Voyage of Sinbad, Clash of the Titans, etc.) over this any day of the week.

5.  Open Water  
Were this a school project, I'd give it an "A".  I'd say things like "you told your story clearly", "you 
conveyed mood from time to time" and "you even got tasteful full frontal of an attractive woman".  But 
this wasn't a school project.  This was released as art.  Art that we pay for in a venue that displays good 
and bad art.  And by those standards, this film stunk.

You saw the preview: a couple is scuba diving and their boat takes off without them.  That's it.  That's 
the movie.  They stretched that one idea into 80 minutes.  "No bad film is too short"– you better believe 
it.  There's a shot of pigeons near a swimming pool as dawn breaks on the film's second day and I 
actually felt myself saying "no, no, don't go from the pigeons; stay with the pigeons – that shot was 
working."  Not a good sign.

As a Blair Witch Project rip-off, Open Water had all the faults of Blair Witch: bad acting, shaky, low quality 
filmwork, and lack of writing, but without any of Blair Witch's assets: eeriness, true fear of the unknown, 
"what the Hell is that?" and the disturbing belief that these idiots deserve what they got for being too 
curious and too naïve.

This ennui-fest has exactly one plot-point.  Granted, it's one more than The Passion of the Christ, but that 
still isn't much.  Just because it's taken from a real life story doesn't mean you had to make the article 
into the screenplay.  Open Water isn't even as rich as the Magnum P.I. episode it also rips off.  You're 
allowed to fill in the blanks, guys.  Write, people, write.
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4.  Disney's Teacher's Pet
If you know what this is I feel sorry for you.

3.  She Hate Me
There's a special level of Hell reserved for films like this one by Spike Lee.  A young hotshot exec gets 
fired for whistle-blowing.  Finding unemployment unprofitable, he turns to impregnating lesbians at 
$10,000 a pop!

Oh God, where to begin?

To me, few legal activities are more offensive than sperm or egg "donation".  What's more obnoxious 
than the thought, "not only should there be more of me around, you should pay for the privilege of 
making more of me"?  If you've read this far, it should be obvious the world hardly lacks for people with 
large egos.  And thus we get to She Hate Me, in which a man – an unemployed man – is so coveted that 
lesbians play through the nose for his "services".

First off, you have to think clearly before you enlist the 
services of a gigolo for the sake of procreation.  The 
bottom line is this man is willing to sell sex to make a 
living.  And, if you're lucky, your child will share half 
those genes.  Have you really thought this one through?  
I can understand why anyone would want a child, but, 
given a choice, would you voluntarily pick this as your 
genetic complement?  (For $10,000, no less?)  You know 
exactly three things about this man: he's handsome, he's 
currently unemployed and he's willing to have sex for 
money… that's not a winning hand where I'm from.

But all that skirts the real issue: they're lesbians!  They don't dig the dog.  They don't tunnel the train.  
They don't salute the flagpole.  Now, not being a lesbian, I cannot speak for the group; however, I can 
speak as one who prefers sex with women:  I don't have a problem with homosexuality.  If there were 
more homosexuals than heterosexuals in the world, that couldn't possibly be worse than the current 
situation.  On the very rare occasions that I have been hit on by a gay man, I've felt strangely flattered.  
Personally, however, I find the idea of having sex with a man repulsive.  If lesbians feel even 10% of what 
I feel, this movie is an absolute joke.

Only one who evaluates life by frequency and volume of sexual conquest could even conceive of so 
puerile an idea as this.  Damn, Spike, and you were doing so well.   By the way, the title sucks, too.
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2. The Passion of the Christ
Oh, quit complaining, you're lucky it's not #1.

It is truly a shame, sometimes, that film does not exist solely for the purpose of entertainment.  If it did, 
Mel Gibson's two-hour snuff film (credit Stan Marsh from South Park) wouldn't have lasted one week in 
the theaters.  You'd call it one-dimensional, indulgent and grotesque.  This film is a single perspective 
account of Jesus Christ's last twelve hours of mortal life.  It's brutal.  No buckets were spared.  Where's 
Drive-In reviewer Joe Bob when you need him?

Excuse me, Mel, but I'd like my Christ film to be a little bit more about Christ.  Is that possible?  The 
biggest problem with Passion is that we actually spend so little time with Jesus Christ's thoughts.  What 
is it to be both human and divine?  What is it to know your death is necessary for man's salvation?  
What is it like to have power that you choose not to use?  I can't remember the last biopic in which our 
title subject had fewer lines.  I didn't count, but I'd guess Christ's final word total is not greater than 
200.  That's fewer than Babe, the talking pig.  The Romans crucified thousands and thousands of people 
over a period of centuries.  Jesus was neither the first nor the last by a long shot; it's very likely his was 
not the must brutal, either.  Hence, until the final twenty seconds of Passion  (the resurrection), you 
could have called this film The Passion of Larry and achieved the same thing.  

Several years ago, Martin Scorsese made The Last Temptation of Christ, a fascinating study of the man and 
the God as one.  All Passion  seems to care about is the details of torture; and, quite frankly, without an 
exploration of Christ, this really is just a snuff film.

"They killed Jesus Christ."

"Who are the Jews?"

– Thomas Mitchell and David Spade, PCU

But it's not enough to make a snuff film, we've also got to blame the Jews somewhere along the way.  Ten 
years ago, those PCU lines above were uttered in jest to describe the thoughts of a group so conservative 
they bordered on Neo-Nazism.  Now, ten years later, they're meant to be truisms?  In Passion, Mel 
Gibson not only forgives Pilate (amazing how the Rolling Stones got it right 40 years ago – "made damn 
sure the Pilate washed his hands and sealed his fate", but that doesn't stick here), but also puts the 
decision to kill Jesus entirely within the hands of the local Jewish council.  

Look, I don't want to get into a JFK "who killed Jesus today?" thing, but that just makes no sense from 
any perspective.  The Romans were the invaders; they were the conquering and occupying power.  The 
Romans were a vicious, unforgiving people.  They killed for power; they killed for sport, for spite, for 
wrath, and for entertainment.  They had no qualms about any given death.  If they cared one iota about 
"unrest in Judea", wouldn't they just put the entire Jewish council to death instead? If the Romans cared 
about the local reaction at all, then why would they kill, quite obviously, the most benevolent and 
beloved man in the land?  

We have a parallel to modern day: can you imagine blaming the tortures of Iraqi prisoners at Abu Ghraib 
on local Shiites?  Sounds ridiculous doesn't it?  The Romans had the power.  The Romans killed Jesus.  
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Yes, I'm sure there's more story there, but don't kid yourselves: at the dawn of Christianity, the Jewish 
participation in the death of Jesus was played up by a new church wanting to establish itself.  God did 
not write The Bible; the New Testament was written specifically by men in whose best interests it was to 
demonize the Jewish faith.  The accepted accounts of Jesus' death have little basis in historical fact or 
common sense.

The very worst part of this film, however, 
is the use of Aramaic.  Mel Gibson 
drudged up a dead language and set his 
entire film in it to add "authenticity" to 
the proceedings.  (That's the language 
Jesus spoke!)  One can envision Mel 
saying "I've got this Jesus death thing 
accurate down to the last syllable".  Such 
would be applaudable if Mel were actually 
interested in an historical account, rather 
than a political position.  There are a 
number o f obv ious (and not ju s t 
opinionated) historical inaccuracies in the 
film… where to start?  Well, Jesus wouldn't have carried the whole cross during his death march.  The 
crucified only carried the crossbar.  Also, Jesus would quite likely have received nails in the wrists, not 
the palms, another invention of the church.  Heck, it's quite likely that Jesus was a black man.  Given 
the time and place, it makes very little sense for Jesus not to at least have olive skin.  Why go for the 
Aramaic if you weren't interested in the other details?  What else did you fudge on?  Willful deception is 
much worse than accidental deception.

The acting, direction and cinematography in the film are all first rate.  For his limited vocabulary, James 
Caviezel makes a fine savior.  Which all goes to show exactly how much a bad script can influence a film.

The popularity of The Passion?  It cannot be denied.  Never, however, has a film asked one to bring so 
much in order to enjoy it.  I believe your view of this work depends almost entirely on what you brought 
to the table.  Let's face it: if you knew nothing, absolutely nothing, of the life of Jesus Christ, there is no 
way possible to find this film palatable.  Quality film shouldn't need this kind of background.

It is pretty clear from recent events that several million level one religious thinkers need to be constantly 
reassured that Jesus was a martyr and little more.  Forgive me; I like to think Jesus was just a little bit 
more than that.

P.S. I saw this film in a double with Broken Lizard's Club Dread and while I wouldn't recommend that 
film, either, I'd sooner live in the All Lizard Theater than see Passion again.
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1. White Chicks  
Gee, how bad could a transvestite FBI comedy be?  You know you're in for trouble when the previews 
are for Without a Paddle, Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle, and Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid.

Briefly: Shawn and Marlon Wayans are screw-up FBI guys.  To cover their asses on a blown case, they 
dress as rich, white debutantes to track down evil at an exclusive social gathering.  That's a long way to 
go for no laughs.

This film makes Catwoman look like Citizen Kane.

It's not just that this horrific makeup job is supposed to pass for white, svelte and attractive:

It's that you Wayans fellows (and don't leave out director Keenen Ivory Wayans) don't seem to know 
anything about the FBI, rich people, dating or the NBA, either.  How often does the FBI allow its 
agents to go undercover, in disguise, without permission or knowledge from the bureau?  How many rich 
people do you know that would blow $20,000 on a fake date?  How many times can you lie big-time, get 
caught and get a second date with a professional woman?  How many NBA stars look like pro wrestlers?  
The first rule of comedy is "know your subject".  You guys don't know jack.

Ok, I'm going to make a movie by the Wayans brothers formula:  first, pick some things I know 
absolutely nothing about… lessee, how about Henry Kissinger, extradition law and poaching practices.  
Then, make a "comedy" about all of them – how about Henry Kissinger is caught poaching lemurs in 
Madagascar?  Hmm, that sounds like a ridiculous premise with limited comedic potential.  It'll work.  
Now, add a number of gaffes to show you know nothing about your subject or comedy in general.  Ooh, I 
know: how about while in prison Henry seduces a male guard with the help of a banana.  

So what's so horrible about this misguided comedy?  What earned the #1 spot?  The Wayans brothers 
really went the extra mile for poor taste.  We've all seen the "bad date" routine.  White Chicks gives us a 
new twist – dueling bad dates: on one hand, the NBA star has "won" (paid $50,000?!? in one of those 
"people auction" things that only happens in the movies)  a date with one of the drag sisters and can't 
keep his passions in check; meanwhile, the other brother, not-in-drag, has stolen the NBA player's ride, 
house and life for an evening to date an attractive reporter.  It's a good thing White Chicks wasn't two 
different movies, because I wouldn't know which to turn off first.
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There's exactly one winning joke in this film: it's in the trailer reel (always hate it when the best stuff is 
in the trailer) with the brothers feigning the words to Vanessa Carlton's "1,000 Miles" to fit in with 
other white socialites.  In truly pathetic form, the boys milked this cow once more in the film; 
meanwhile, the exact same joke is done in Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle (this time to Wilson 
Phillips' "Hold On") and you know what?  It's funnier in H&K.  Sad.

DISHONORABLE MENTIONS

Twisted

Catwoman

Little Black Book
Second year in a row that Carly Simon has made a cameo in an awful film.  Somebody needs to speak to 
her agent.

Fat Albert

Scooby Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed

Christmas with the Kranks
It's time to stop with the Christmas movies, especially starring Tim Allen. Ugh.

Garfield
There was a time when one might have projected 
inspiring things onto the careers of either Breckin 
Meyer or Jennifer Love Hewitt.  Obviously, that time 
has passed.

Welcome to Mooseport 

Alexander
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AWARDS & DISTINCTIONS

MST3k film of the year: The Day A'er Tomorrow.

Best fight scene:  The Punisher v. The Big Russian guy.

The Best Musical Moments of 2004 cinema: No, there wasn't a "Gonna Fly Now" montage, nor a 
stirring George Williams theme, but I think we can all appreciate moments like the one in Dawn of the 
Dead in which thousands of zombies have surrounded the makeshift compound, and inside the mall 
there is a Muzak version of Bobby Mcferrin's "Don't Worry, Be Happy" playing over the loud speakers.  
Good stuff.  Other good stuff:

• "The Mathlete Rap", Ragiv Surendra, Mean Girls

• "Scotty Doesn't Know", Matt Damon and band, Eurotrip 

• The Rat Pack version of "Down with the Sickness", Dawn of the Dead

• "America: F*** Yeah" [Bummer Remix], Trey Parker, Team America: World Police

• "Somebody to Love", Anne Hathaway, E(a Enchanted

• A Cappella "Skyrockets", Will Ferrell, Paul Rudd, Steve Carell and David Koechner, Anchorman: The 
Legend of Ron Burgundy

Quick: name five movies parodied/paid homage to during Shrek 2's theme "Accidentally in Love".

Soundtrack of the Year: Team America: World Police.  
Just get all Wicker Park and Garden State talk out of here.  
I also don't want to hear from the Ray, Beyond the Sea or 
De-Lovely crowd.  Soundtracks are all about movie 
enhancement.  In the case of the latter: no soundtrack = 
no movie.  In the case of the former, you take the music 
away and you got the same movie.  Nobody's gonna miss 
it.

In the case of Team America, if you take the soundtrack 
away, you've got one awful film.  It's a mirthless, Tapless puppet show of pain.  Team America attacks both 
hawks and doves, which is fine, but adds no real insight into either criticism.  Hawks wouldn't recklessly 
blow up the Eiffel Tower or the Louvre just to get at a terrorist; neither would actors take up arms to 
defend North Korea from hawks.  Yes, it's parody.  That's the point.  But it doesn't work:  it's absurd 
even as parody goes.  And not one single puppet is any different from his peers other than, 
unfortunately, Matt Damon.  But the music turns this failed effort from unwatchable to watchable.  No 
other 2004 film can claim that. 
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Best cameo (tie):

Matt Damon, Eurotrip

Luke Wilson, Tim Robbins and Ben Stiller, Anchorman, The Legend of Ron Burgundy

Have you gotten enough of Ben Stiller yet?

Worst Cameo: 

Chris Rock, Paparazzi.  At his current rate of acting growth, Chris would be unconvincing as a stand-up 
comedian.

The Shine Award (Pretentious Film of the Year): The Saddest Music in the World.  It's not that this is 
a bad film, but if you find this project on your personal top ten list, try asking yourself "do I watch films 
because I enjoy them or to reinforce my own sense of superiority?"

The Vertical Limit Award (Best Stuff was in the Trailer): The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.

The Piano, The Pianist, whatever Award (film that seems important now, but will have all 
that impact and staying power of curdled milk):  Sideways.

Grisham Award (least memorable film of the year):  Don't say The Alamo.  Don't say The Alamo.  
Uh, The Alamo?  D'Oh!

There's Something About Mary Award (funniest film by default):  Shaun of the Dead.

Karate Kid II Award (most mediocre film of the year):  Spanglish.

Overrated Performance of the Year: Kate Winslet, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind.  But this film 
deserved better, so I won't harp on it.  Johnny Depp, Finding Neverland.  The word "wooden" comes to 
mind.  It seems like Depp got so wrapped up in his accent that he forgot to act.  In fairness, this was 
quite a Mr. Ho(and's Opus kind of role – if you show up and the audience leaves more-or-less satisfied, the 
Academy will come calling regardless of merit.  

Underrated Performance of the Year:  Paul Giamatti, Sideways.  Ridiculous snub.

Best lines of the year:

"Do the Saudis give you a lot of trouble?"

"No comment."
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"I'll take that as a ‘yes'"

 – Michael Moore talking to a Secret Service Agent outside the Saudi Arabian embassy, Fahrenheit 9/11.

"If anyone orders Merlot, I'm leaving."

 – Oenophile Paul Giamatti, Sideways 

NOTES FROM 2004

Headline The Onion missed: Sir Laurence Olivier Rises from Dead, asks to be removed from Sky 
Captain and the World of Tomorrow.  (He is, however, considering George Romero's 2005 project.)

Guilty pleasures:  The Butterfly Effect, Eurotrip, Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle.

If you can willingly suspend your disbelief, you just might enjoy: National Treasure, The Butterfly 
Effect, Ce(ular, or I, Robot.

The most beautiful movies you'll never see: Hero, The House of Flying Da*ers.

2004 Movies most likely to inspire a sequel:

• Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events

• Dodgeba(

• The Incredibles

• The Grudge (Ok, I cheated.  Grudge 2 is already in the works)

• White Chicks

2004 Movies least likely to inspire a sequel:

• Garden State 2: the Keystone State

• The Butterfly Supremacy

• Sideways II: the other side

• Worseasssss!

• Untwisted
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Tennis Champ?  Are you joking?  Worst athletic performances on 2004 screen:

• Kirsten Dunst, Wimbledon.  My six-year-old daughter has not yet touched a tennis racket, but I'm 
pretty sure she could take Kirsten in straight sets.

• Bernie Mac, Mr 3000.  Bet those "struggling" scenes weren't hard to capture.

• Austin Nichols, Wimbledon.  Worst. #1. Ever.  Austin actually beefed up and played extensive tennis 
for this role.  Unbelievable.

If you get a copy of Dan Brown's engrossing novel, The DaVinci Code, then take out all the religious/
theological stuff and make a screenplay out of what's left, I bet you get something very close to National 
Treasure.  (Of course, taking the "religious stuff" out of TDC is kind of like making an eggless soufflé.) 

Boy, that's a lot of film: Troy, The Phantom of the Opera, Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow.

Based on observations of my own cat, top ten reasons a real-life Catwoman would make a lousy 
superhero:

• Misunderstanding of "cause and effect" leads to Catwoman often following projectiles instead of 
battling the projectees.

• Cannot fight crime during day: nap time.

• Chief of Police required to hire extra personnel to let Catwoman in and out of station. 

• General lack of respect for commandments one through ten.

• Clever criminals could distract Catwoman with diabolical use of rubber ball, feather or string.

• Cannot fight crime during night: nap time.

• Would show affection for city by delivering dead, mangled criminals to Mayor's office.

• Confronted by Batman, The Riddler and The Joker, would continue to toy with Robin.

• "Secret" hideaway:  underneath porch at City Hall.

• Would deliberately ignore "Catsignal" unless accompanied by opening of large can of tuna.

Cinderella movie of the year: E(a Enchanted

Undead film of the year:  Shaun of the Dead, but don't kid yourselves, this movie was cute but nowhere 
near four-star entertainment.
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Desperate cries:  Did you see all five lead actress nominated roles prior to the nomination 
announcement date?  (Annette Benning Being Julia, Catalina Sandino Moreno Maria Fu( of Grace, 
Imelda Staunton Vera Drake, Hilary Swank Mi(ion Do(ar Baby, Kate Winslet Eternal Sunshine of the 
Spotless Mind)  If so, you have a problem.  Please seek professional help.

Double-bills of the future:

Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy

Groundhog Day

Catwoman

Dogvi(e

Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle

Black Knight

Up the Creek

Without a Paddle

A VERY GOOD YEAR FOR

Jamie Foxx
Co(ateral, Ray.  If he wasn't a star before, he is now. (This 
comment was more intuitive before the nominations.)

Jim Carrey
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Lemony Snicket's A Series of 
Unfortunate Events. One serious performance and one comic 
performance, and both handled extremely well.  Is he 
starting to pick movies by length of title?

Natalie Portman
Garden State, Closer.  Very close to being a household name.  Check back after Star Wars III: Sith 
Sandwich.
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NOT A GOOD YEAR FOR

Tea Leoni
Spanglish.  You're gone from the main scene for years; you come back to a heartless, thankless role in a 
film that should have been much better than it was.  Now, you're relying on being noticed opposite a 
comic Jim Carrey (Fun with Dick and Jane, May 2005) to reestablish yourself as a credible talent.  Good 
luck.

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Around the World in 80 Days. Well, it was a good year for him politically.  But how did he play down the 
groping scandals of 2004?  By appearing in exactly one film, in which he plays a Turkish prince noted for 
his sizable harem.  Unbelievable.

Barbra Streisand
First film in eight years has "Fock" in the title.  You've got to be kidding me.

Nicole Kidman
The Stepford Wives, Birth. Poor choices catch up with you eventually, don't they?

Any of the Friends

Anybody Wayans

ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. 30 minutes each, eyes on your own papers, please!

2. Does anybody else find it disturbing that Ashley Olsen and Mary-Kate Olsen (New York Minute) are 
now sex symbols?
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3. So, when Alexander wasn't conquering stuff, he was pretty much a momma's boy and a queen.  
Hmmm.  Did you really need three full hours to say that?

4. Similarly: how can you reduce the ten-year Trojan War to two weeks (check out the baby's age at 
beginning and end of film) and still make the film too long?

5. In A Very Long Engagement (Un long dimanche de fiançai(es), if Mathilde and Manech grew up together, 
why is she so much older than he as adults?  Does heartache and longing age one faster than 
heartache, longing, extended trench warfare, physical trauma and execution by no-man's-land?

6. Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason needed four writers: Andrew Davies, Helen Fielding, Richard Curtis, 
Adam Brooks.  Makes sense – Jane Austen enlisted the help of all three Brontë sisters to complete 
Pride & Prejudice 2: Candlelight Boogaloo.  None of the Bridget guys thought sending their lead to 
Thai prison on drug smuggling charges was a bad idea.  We all like Bridget Jones; why don't her 
writers like her?

7. King Arthur sold itself on the promise of greater historical accuracy than past Arthur legends.  So, the 
real Lady Guinevere was some wild barbarian chick who dressed for battle like a medieval version of 
Milla Jovovich in The Fi'h Element?  Explain.

8. Scooby Doo 2.  Why?

9. The two most thoughtful films of the year, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind and I Heart Huckabees, 
have the worst titles of 2004.  Discuss.

On that note – look, I don't care if it was a comic book or a Stephen King novel, if you want people to 
take your film seriously, you have to have a better title than He(boy. 
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INFORMATIONAL GRAPH

The last five years of M. Night Shyamalan's directorial career:

Not, um, headed in the right direction, M.  Cue Janet Jackson – "oooh oooh ooh ooh… What have you 
done for me lately?"

THEMES OF 2004

By the way: Anne Hathaway, Amanda Bynes, Hilary Duff, Lindsay Lohan, Jena Malone, and Mandy 
Moore can't all be Cinderella, can they?

Cats as human adversaries: Catwoman, Shrek 2, Garfield. 

Pointless remakes: The Manchurian Candidate, The Stepford Wives, Dawn of the Dead, The Ladyki(ers, 
Around the World in 80 Days, Flight of the Phoenix, Sha( We Dance?

Pointless sequels:  always a theme, unfortunately.

Epic history about the Mediterranean:  Troy, Alexander, The Passion of the Christ.

A salute to a musical genius:  De-Lovely, Ray, Beyond the Sea.

Recreation of the past so as not to alarm coma victims: Goodbye, Lenin; 50 First Dates (I can't 
believe this is a theme.  The defining characteristic of humanity is ability to adapt, not eggshellism.)

All sizzle, no steak (production budget skyrocketed while writing budget was ignored): The Chronicles 
of Riddick; I, Robot; Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow.
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Gyms in financial straits: Dodgeba(, Mi(ion Do(ar Baby.

These guys were everywhere: Ben Stiller, Jude Law, Dustin Hoffman.  

As of this writing, Jude Law is in six (6!) current films at local theaters.  Makes you wish there was 
something truly unique about the man.  For fun, match the face to the role:

1. Alfie, Alfie 

2. Errol Flynn, The Aviator
3. Dan, Closer

4. Brad Stand, I Heart Huckabees

5. Lemony Snicket, Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events

6. Joe Sullivan, Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow

THE BEST FILMS OF 2004

2004 didn't have a great film.  Prove me wrong, people.  Prove me wrong.  I wouldn't put a single 2004 
entry on the personal Top 100.  But that won't stop me from making a "Best of" list.

Is it me, or is this a bad time for fiction?  It's hardly centered about the movies.  Reality TV is 
completely about "I don't want to make up stuff; I want to set the board and let the pieces play 
themselves".  Well, between the rise in biopics and lack of Lord of the Rings films, politically charged 
documentaries are, generally, as good and as entertaining as major studio releases.  I'm not going to 
apologize for my #1 or take it back, but it probably wouldn't be #1 if not for the vacuum created by the 
dearth of quality fiction.

10. Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind
I hated the cinematography on this film.  But the more 2004 wore on, the more you realize this film 
belonged in the top ten no matter what it looked like.

Given a Charlie Kaufman script and the Hero cinematographer (Christopher Doyle), even Ed Wood 
could direct a film worth seeing.
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9. Million Dollar Baby
Dammit, sometimes you wish you had a script in front of you.  In the middle of the film, Maggie (Hilary 
Swank) is prize-fighting the British champ on her home soil.  After a frustrating Round 1, Maggie 
complains to her manger Frankie (Clint Eastwood) "I can't get inside" and he says (wish I had the exact 
phrasing), "well, that's because she younger and better than you are.  What are you gonna do about it?"  
45 seconds later, the Brit is on the canvas.  Some people need unconventional motivation.

Clint Eastwood has become the best living director of symbolism.  He probably won't win for Best 
Director (or Best Actor for that matter) for Million Dollar Baby, but it wouldn't be a bad thing if he did. 

8. Sideways
Unlikely to be a better film about wine in my lifetime.  

7. The Aviator
Quite a nice rebound for Martin Scorsese (from that awful Gangs of New York).  If I had to guess, I'd say 
that Scorsese is, like Ben Affleck, also surrounded by too many "yes" men; it is very difficult for the man 
to understand that few of us actually care about NYC gangsters, we just want to see good films.  

Howard Hughes is a fascinating figure of Americana.  It's high time a 
quality movie detailed his life.  Scorsese will likely win his first Oscar 
for this film, but that won't make us forget Shark Tale.  

The high point of Shark Tale?  Scorsese's eyebrows.

6. Saved!  
If the best way to criticize a film is by making another film, then perhaps I should have stopped writing 
about The Passion of the Christ and presented Saved!  Two thousand years later, this is the direction you go 
when you believe Passion interpreteth the truth:  religious idiocy in the form of high school peer 
pressure.

Our heroine Mary (Jena Malone) attends a school so devout that a 50-foot Christ welcomes you every 
morning.  When her boyfriend decides he's gay, Mary has a vision (interpreted as Christ) telling her she 
has to save him.  In urging the boy to convert back to hetero the only way she knows how, Mary 
becomes pregnant.  Well, you're damned if you do and you're damned if you don't.

There are dangers of blind faith.  Yes there are, and it is just as irresponsible to teach otherwise as it is to 
have no faith at all.  In an ideal world, all high schoolers would watch this film doubled with something 
like The Song of Bernadette (1943), and then have a discussion on both the power and danger of faith.  
But, of course, why would anyone want that?

If for no other reason, I love thinking about how Saved! makes the Passion crowd cringe.
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5. Garden State
Ssshhhhh!  Don't tell anybody.  They just might see it.

4. Hero/The House of Flying Daggers 
Yimou Zhang directed both these pictures, which is fitting, because they're essentially the same movie: 
(Action / Drama / Adventure / Romance) a Chinese period piece with warlords, emperors, assassinations, 
nutty plot twists, and political intrigue… but it's all just an excuse for a love story surrounded by 
fantastic battle scenes and some of the best cinematography you'll ever see (Christopher Doyle for Hero, 
Xiaoding Zhoa for House).  Neither of these films is more than a breath away from greatness, but 
they're both held down by a solemn tone and uninspired dialogue in the wrong places (perhaps there's 
something lost in translation).  

By the way, Hero is a 2002 film, but could not be released in the United States until it had acquired the 
non sequitur prefix: "Quentin Tarantino presents". 

3. Kill Bill: Vol. 2
I didn't much care for Ki( Bi(: Vol. 1.  It felt gratuitous and incomplete.  That is to say, I didn't care for 
Ki( Bi(: Vol. 1 until I saw Ki( Bi(: Vol. 2.  This isn't Tarantino at his best, but it's not far away.  If the two 
films had been released together, they probably would have made my #1 for either 2003 or 2004.  

By itself, Ki( Bi(: Vol. 2 is a complete work that can be evaluated without the other.  It's good stuff, and 
far from just a revenge pic.  There's a great deal more going on this time around.  Uma Thurman, David 
Carradine, Michael Madsen, Daryl Hannah, Chia Hui Liu and company is the collective cast of the year.

2. Miracle
A friend of mine is a big fan of the "new" Star Wars films.  He describes Phantom Menace as "I'm walking 
into the theater, the music starts playing, and I'm ten years old again."  Sure, I was there, too, and then 
the movie started and it's clear that this wasn't the original, or Empire or even Jedi.

Miracle, on the other hand, quite deftly recreated the 
feeling of being a proud American like few films have 
ever done.  The story of the Lake Placid Olympic Ice 
Hockey team upset is so outrageous that if it were 
fictional you wouldn't buy it for its far-fetched nature:  A 
team of college students (because of the Olympics' then 
imbalanced rules on professionalism, every Eastern Bloc 
country was allowed to send whomever they pleased 
while Western countries were limited to "amateur" 
athlete participation only), brought together just the 

previous summer, went undefeated through a gamut of the best hockey teams in the world, climaxing 
with a defeat of the four-time defending Olympic champion Soviet Union (who, by the way, hadn't lost 
in any of their previous fifty international matches).  
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The level of David v. Goliath can hardly be recreated, either.  Talk "United States Dream Team losing in 
basketball" and you still have several problems:  The United States hasn't put together a true dream team 
since the 1992 Barcelona Olympics.  Also, that team: didn't lose, wasn't playing against college kids, and 
sported several great players who had never actually all played together before (Larry Bird, Michael 
Jordan, Magic Johnson).  Not in practice, not on the street, not in All Star games, never.  Each of the 
American hockey opponents in the 1980 Olympics had been playing together for years.  To put it in 
today's world, it would be like a team of present college students representing the United States coming 
together to win the 2006 World Cup in Germany.  Not the Women's World Cup, mind you.  Absurd, 
huh?

I challenge any American who lived through the ugliness of the 70s (gas lines, hostage crisis, disco, etc.) 
not to summon up the magical feeling of national pride upon seeing this film.  

Understandably, Miracle is not likely to generate the same feeling among those who didn't live in the 
time and place, but it was still an excellent dramatic work.  Kurt Russell has never been better as 
obsessive authoritarian Coach Herb Brooks, while Gavin O'Connor's direction not only captured the 
mood of the day, but covered quite well the games themselves and the struggles the boys faced along the 
way.

1. Super Size Me
It is unlikely that amiable documentary filmmaker Morgan Spurlock set out to make great art or great 
science, but his outrageous experiment in inductive reasoning was quite possibly the most entertaining 
film of the year.  What did Spurlock do?  He put a camera on himself and documented a month-long all-
McDonald's diet.  The results were far from mundane.

As Americans, we give a lot of lip service to the 
phrase "fast food is bad for you", but no one really 
knows what that means; hence, it becomes cliché.  
We know what "smoking is bad for you" means:  you 
smoke enough, you'll die.  Period.  It's fairly intuitive 
if you think about it.  To paraphrase Jerry Seinfeld, 
"nobody gets closer to a campfire for breathing 
purposes".  But certainly that can't be true of fast 
food, can it?  We need food to live, not die.  Well, 
here's the deal: by the time fast food gets to your 
mouth, it has been stripped of all nutritional value.  It 
is almost 100% empty calories.  In other words, 
you're better off starving than eating fast food.  You'll get more nutrition out of a Baskin Robbins 
entrée.  And, if you go from fast-food once a day to fast-food once a month, you will add years to your 
life. 

And it's about damn time somebody said it graphically.
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The change in Morgan Spurlock is hardly limited to weight gained (which was dramatic) and health lost 
(check out his doctors' reactions).  A man you'd describe as upbeat, jocular and personable could be 
described as lethargic, grumpy and depressed after one week of this diet.  No, it's hardly great science, 
but it is great film… and Morgan Spurlock isn't Michael Moore – he's either a great actor, or had no pre-
film agenda for attacking The Man, which is refreshing.

Unlike its 2004 movie peers so devoid in larger meaning, Super Size Me speaks to bigger issues – like the 
diets and habits of Americans, and the practices of big business.  This invokes the greatest issue within 
the 21st century United States: the schism between those who believe that the events of September 11, 
2001 have indirectly given Americans carte blanche to go about their lives in any manner they see fit and 
those who believe that – in the very least – we have a responsibility as Americans to reassess our values 
and our role in the world.

Whether you're pro status quo or not, there are several truths Americans, like it or not, should have 
learned about themselves in recent years.  Here are three:

1. Americans are too fat.  You'll find many voices saying too much has been made of this.  I say not 
enough has; after all, our habits really aren't changing one little bit.  We fad diet to lose weight; we 
look for quick fixes instead of the hard work – smaller portions, healthier food, and exercise.  No 
culture should have even 10% of its people listed as "obese".  (By the way, our fascination with 
glamour and anorexia ain't helpin' either.)

2. Americans have a problem with violence.  It's not just gun violence; we indulge and forgive all kinds of 
violence, and such lends an almost comic juxtaposition with our collectively prudish attitudes on sex.  
Nowhere is this more apparent than the past decade of White House events, which saw one President 
impeached for lying about having sex with an intern (consensual sex, no less), while another 
President's lies that pushed the United States into war have merited reelection.  Good call, United 
States!

3. Contrary to popular opinion abroad, Americans have extremely rich culture and tradition.  Unlike 
other cultures, however, there is not one single American value that cannot be bought.  Did you see 
National Treasure?  Yeah, the movie with a treasure map on the back of the Declaration of 
Independence.  Did the attitudes in this movie alarm anybody else?  Most Americans view the 
Declaration of Independence as the most sacred document ever written.  Sure, you'll find votes for the 
Emancipation Proclomation, the Magna Carta or the Dead Sea Scrolls, whatever, if you look hard 
enough, but the D of I is generally considered the biggie in the U.S.  And yet, if somebody thinks 
there's a treasure map on the back, our collective attitude is "let's take a look!"   Yeah, there was the 
skeptical curator and Harvey Keitel kept saying, "somebody has to go to jail", but there wasn't a single 
character of the opinion, "Stop!  I don't care if the back of the Declaration of Independence contains 
the secrets to eternal youth, ending world famine and eternal bliss, this document is too important to 
be screwed with in any fashion.  Don't touch it, ever."

You gotta be living a Rumsfeldish size of denial to fight any of these.  But I digress…
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MISSING THE CUT

The Incredibles

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Check it out, Hogwarts has moved… or has it?  And changed headmasters… or has it?  The series 
continues to have trouble separating book from film, even with Alfonso Cuaron's direction.  
(Admittedly, I was also kind of disappointed there was no synchronized diving board scene with Harry 
and Ron like in Cuarón's last film: Y tu mamá también.)

Spider-Man 2

Ray
It's hard to make a biopic about an entertainer that doesn't feel like a resume.  This film is no different.   
But it's not bad, and neither is this unfiltered look at the life of Ray Charles a poor Best Picture nod.

The Terminal
This was a good film, too, but as it probably would not rank among Spielberg's personal top 10, there's 
no reason to give it any more attention.

The Polar Express

Closer

Baadasssss!

Secret Window

Mean Girls

Napoleon Dynamite
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Fahrenheit 9/11
I'm proud to live in a country still free enough to show this film.  

I'm proud to live in a country in which this film can be a huge hit.

I'm embarrassed to live in a country in which this film can be a hit and have, essentially, zero effect on 
the electorate.  Do you people all have reset buttons?  

Let me put this clearly, adult Americans:  even if Mark Fuhrman planted a bloody glove, O.J. still 
committed murder.  Even if Jim Garrison fabricated every single piece of uncorroborated evidence, Lee 
Harvey Oswald didn't act alone.  And even though aggressive counter-culturist Michael Moore has a 
serious jones for making George W. Bush look bad, W's record of acting from self-interest above 
national-interest should have been given much greater scrutiny by all of us.  

That being said, Fahrenheit 9/11 
isn't a great film.  This one-sided 
documentar y a t tack on 
Presidential connection and 
policy seemed, actually, fairly 
shallow compared to what we 
know.  In addition, Michael 
Moore cheated (or sinned by 
omission) on a number of angles.  
Now, Michae l , why fudge?  
George W. Bush looks bad twice 
weekly on “The Daily Show”, just 
by being himself.  And why attack 
so vigorously to reach such weak 

conclusions.  A Texas oilman in bed with the Saudis?  How shocking.  A President responsible for 
American deaths?  Kinda' goes with the territory.  Why don't you just say what you want to say:  Since 
Bush came into office there has been a decrease in civil liberties, tolerated dissention, freedom of 
speech, freedom of religion, and pretty much all forms of self-expression.   Since Bush came into office 
there has been an increase in xenophobia, personal policing, scapegoating, military spending, military 
activity, us v. them speak, nationalism, national pride, and a disgusting increase in White House 'spin' – 
one might even call it propaganda (strange Moore is often accused of such by the same groups of people 
who attacked John Kerry's war record).  Since Bush came into office we've preemptively attacked a 
nation for our own "security".  These are all elements that describe Germany in the 1930s.  Here's the 
logical ending to your argument, Michael: "if Bush ever showed any personal responsibility, he'd be the 
closest thing we've ever seen to Hitler."

The problem with this film is that many people who dislike GWB don't see him as a villain.  Personally, 
I think our President is an extraordinarily average man sheltered by the elitist hawks that surround him.  
Since he's never privy to an objective source of information (nor does he ever choose to be), he has no 
true concept of whether or not his actions have hurt the country.  I don't feel sorry for him or even hate 
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him, really, but no one with such a mediocre background, nor such a disgusting habit of reducing all 
things to black or white, should be allowed to wield such power.

Michael Moore spends the last 45 minutes of this film laying death at Bush's doorstep, much like the end 
of Bowling for Columbine.  It's much easier, however, to feel sympathy for the six-year-old victim of 
America's obsession with personal gun ownership (as in Bowling) than it is to sympathize with the death 
of a voluntary soldier.

Finding Neverland
I think Peter Pan is kind of creepy.

The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou
This Jacques Cousteau parody was probably better in the idea stage than in the performance stage.  Yes, 
it had its moments… but there were a few too many still shots of Owen Wilson and Bill Murray standing 
around while a desperate camera asks, "will one of you please start carrying this scene?"

Sorry, but you've got to play somewhere to get my attention:  Hotel Rwanda, Kinsey.

Congratulate yourself for getting this far.  Here's your reward:

REVIEWS IN BRIEF

The Vi(age Idiots

Saw, hurled, left early

Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events beginning with this film.

Sha( We Dance? Why not?  Sure beats going to this piece of crap.

The Passion of the Christ:  The Grossest Story Ever Told.

50 First Dates: 0 second dates

The Forgotten:

Walking Ta(, Crowds Small

The Butterfly Effect:  Wait, wait, I know what this is – it's when a very small event or circumstance 
happens, like say casting Ashton Kutcher as a romantic lead, that in turn snowballs into a huge 
consequence, like nobody coming to the theater.
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The Punisher: Bad Guys, audience, whatever – it's all good.

New York Minute, Left theaters in a  (we've been over this, people.  Even when you have a good film, it's 
a bad idea to put a measurement of time in the title)

The Day A'er Tomorrow: See: New York Minute

Laws of Attraction:

i. Find two very attractive actors.

ii. Make them fall in love in completely ridiculous movie contrivance.

iii. Watch audiences roll in, leave partially satisfied. 

Finding Neverland:  Lauding find?  Never!

Closer, closer, yeah, closer… closer… No!  Further… further, yes, keep going, that's right… completely out 
of the theater.

She Hate Me.  That's not all.  From the looks of it, she also "hate" grammar, intelligent plot development 
and crowds.

Spanglish: Laos-y

Anacondas: The Hunt for a Second Star

Envy: Apt title for a film that will make you wish you'd seen something else.

Ray: D'oh!  (Music joke, see Ray Charles was a musician and do-re-me is a scale.  Aw, screw you.)

 You were quite psyched for this
At ten to noon

The sets were marvelous
The song in tune

But though you've had enough
Can stand no more

The Phantom of the Opera
Goes on…

…til half past four.
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I leave you now with my notes on Undead Cindere(a, a work in progress:  

(Comedy/Horror/Drama/Film Noir/Western/Documentary)  Zombrella "lives" with her evil stepsisters: 
Larry, Darrell, and Darrell.  Zombrella does the chores of the house, and she's very slow at it, but she 
never sleeps, being undead and all, so she gets to everything eventually.  Her stepsisters are mean to her, 
always taunting her with severed limbs from local peasants dangled just out of her reach… but this 
Cinderella fights back, constantly trying to eat her siblings, laying traps for them and the like.

One day the Prince comes by to announce a Ball for the entire kingdom.  The stepsisters all fall in love 
with the Prince, because he's the Prince.  Zombrella falls, too, because he's the most corpulent, 
succulent thing she's ever seen.  When Zombrella is denied Ball access, her fairy Godmother comes to 
the rescue.  Zombrella promptly eats her and drags herself to the Ball.  Several hours later, Zombrella 
gets close enough to take a huge bite out of Prince Zagnut, and does so, but then trips over his 
enormous girth and falls out an open window.

When the sisters discover what Zombrella has done, they capture her and lock her away.  Prince Zagnut 
turns undead and his remaining courtiers (the ones he has yet to eat) have the task of searching the 
kingdom to find the match for bite impression left on the Prince.  (This leads to a heartwarming scene 
in which the stepsisters attempt to rip Zombrella's jaw from her head.)  Anyway, Zombrella is found and 
she and the Prince fall in love; together they unearth Zombrella's undead father to set things right.  And 
then we realize Zombrella is really not undead, the "kingdom" is modern day Pittsburgh and she's really 
a man and rigged the entire scene as a science experiment… and her father is her brother and Kevin 
Spacey did it and Zombrella needs to save the kingdom from aliens who were acting on her orders when 
she used a different brain and she's the Devil… and it's all a dream.

Enjoy the Oscars; enjoy 2005.  Get ready to be sick of Ewan McGregor.  Seacrest out.

Alliances,

Jim McManus
1/28/2005
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